We introduce a new family of matrix norms, the "local max" norms, generalizing existing methods such as the max norm, the trace norm (nuclear norm), and the weighted or smoothed weighted trace norms, which have been extensively used in the literature as regularizers for matrix reconstruction problems. We show that this new family can be used to interpolate between the (weighted or unweighted) trace norm and the more conservative max norm. We test this interpolation on simulated data and on the large-scale Netflix and MovieLens ratings data, and find improved accuracy relative to the existing matrix norms. We also provide theoretical results showing learning guarantees for some of the new norms.
Introduction
In the matrix reconstruction problem, we are given a matrix Y ∈ R n×m whose entries are only partly observed, and would like to reconstruct the unobserved entries as accurately as possible. Matrix reconstruction arises in many modern applications, including the areas of collaborative filtering (e.g. the Netflix prize), image and video data, and others. This problem has often been approached using regularization with matrix norms that promote low-rank or approximately-low-rank solutions, including the trace norm (also known as the nuclear norm) and the max norm, as well as several adaptations of the trace norm described below.
In this paper, we introduce a unifying family of norms that generalizes these existing matrix norms, and that can be used to interpolate between the trace and max norms. We show that this family includes new norms, lying strictly between the trace and max norms, that give empirical and theoretical improvements over the existing norms. We give results allowing for large-scale optimization with norms from the new family. Some proofs are deferred to the Supplementary Materials.
Notation Without loss of generality we take n ≥ m. We let R + denote the nonnegative real numbers. For any n ∈ N, let [n] = {1, . . . , n}, and define the simplex on . We write p i• = j p ij to denote the marginal probability of row i, and p row = (p 1• , . . . , p n• ) ∈ ∆ [n] to denote the marginal row distribution. We define p •j and p col similarly for the columns.
Trace norm and max norm
A common regularizer used in matrix reconstruction, and other matrix problems, is the trace norm X tr , equal to the sum of the singular values of X. This norm can also be defined via a factorization of X [1] :
where M (i) denotes the ith row of a matrix M , and where the minimum is taken over factorizations of X of arbitrary dimension-that is, the number of columns in A and B is unbounded. Note that we choose to scale the trace norm by 1/ √ nm in order to emphasize that we are averaging the squared row norms of A and B.
Regularization with the trace norm gives good theoretical and empirical results, as long as the locations of observed entries are sampled uniformly (i.e. when p is the uniform distribution on [n]×[m]), and, under this assumption, can also be used to guarantee approximate recovery of an underlying low-rank matrix [1, 2, 3, 4] .
The factorized definition of the trace norm (1) allows for an intuitive comparison with the max norm, defined as [1] :
We see that the max norm measures the largest row norms in the factorization, while the rescaled trace norm instead considers the average row norms. The max norm is therefore an upper bound on the rescaled trace norm, and can be viewed as a more conservative regularizer. For the more general setting where p may not be uniform, Foygel and Srebro [4] show that the max norm is still an effective regularizer (in particular, bounds on error for the max norm are not affected by p). On the other hand, Salakhutdinov and Srebro [5] show that the trace norm is not robust to non-uniform sampling-regularizing with the trace norm may yield large error due to over-fitting on the rows and columns with high marginals. They obtain improved empirical results by placing more penalization on these over-represented rows and columns, described next.
The weighted trace norm
To reduce overfitting on the rows and columns with high marginal probabilities under the distribution p, Salakhutdinov and Srebro propose regularizing with the p-weighted trace norm,
If the row and the column of entries to be observed are sampled independently (i.e. p = p row · p col is a product distribution), then the p-weighted trace norm can be used to obtain good learning guarantees even when p row and p col are non-uniform [3, 6] . However, for non-uniform non-product sampling distributions, even the p-weighted trace norm can yield poor generalization performance. To correct for this, Foygel et al. [6] suggest adding in some "smoothing" to avoid under-penalizing the rows and columns with low marginal probabilities, and obtain improved empirical and theoretical results for matrix reconstruction using the smoothed weighted trace norm:
where p row and p col denote smoothed row and column marginals, given by
for some choice of smoothing parameter ζ which may be selected with cross-validation 1 . The smoothed empirically-weighted trace norm is also studied in [6] , where p i• is replaced with p i• = # observations in row i total # observations , the empirical marginal probability of row i (and same for p •j ). Using empirical rather than "true" weights yielded lower error in experiments in [6] , even when the true sampling distribution was uniform.
More generally, for any weight vectors r ∈ ∆ [n] and c ∈ ∆ [m] and a matrix X ∈ R n×m , the (r, c)-weighted trace norm is given by
1 Our ζ parameter here is equivalent to 1 − α in [6] .
Of course, we can easily obtain the existing methods of the uniform trace norm, (empirically) weighted trace norm, and smoothed (empirically) weighted trace norm as special cases of this formulation. Furthermore, the max norm is equal to a supremum over all possible weightings [7] :
X tr(r,c) .
The local max norm
We consider a generalization of these norms, which lies "in between" the trace norm and max norm. For any R ⊆ ∆ [n] and C ⊆ ∆ [m] , we define the (R, C)-norm of X:
This gives a norm on matrices, except in the trivial case where, for some i or some j, r i = 0 for all r ∈ R or c j = 0 for all c ∈ C.
We now show some existing and novel norms that can be obtained using local max norms.
Trace norm and max norm
We can obtain the max norm by taking the largest possible R and C, i.e.
, and similarly we can obtain the (r, c)-weighted trace norm by taking the singleton sets R = {r} and C = {c}. As discussed above, this includes the standard trace norm (when r and c are uniform), as well as the weighted, empirically weighted, and smoothed weighted trace norm.
Arbitrary smoothing
When using the smoothed weighted max norm, we need to choose the amount of smoothing to apply to the marginals, that is, we need to choose ζ in our definition of the smoothed row and column weights, as given in (3). Alternately, we could regularize simultaneously over all possible amounts of smoothing by considering the local max norm with R = {(1 − ζ) · p row + ζ · 1 /n : any ζ ∈ [0, 1]} , and same for C. That is, R and C are line segments in the simplex-they are larger than any single point as for the uniform or weighted trace norm (or smoothed weighted trace norm for a fixed amount of smoothing), but smaller than the entire simplex as for the max norm.
Connection to (β, τ )-decomposability
Hazan et al. [8] introduce a class of matrices defined by a property of (β, τ )-decomposability: a matrix X satisfies this property if there exists a factorization X = AB (where A and B may have an arbitrary number of columns) such that This penalty function does not appear to be convex in X. However, the proposition below (proved in the Supplementary Materials) shows that we can use a (convex) local max norm penalty to compute a solution to any objective function with a penalty function of the form (4): Proposition 1. Let X be the minimizer of a penalized loss function with this modified penalty,
where λ ≥ 0 is some penalty parameter and Loss(·) is any convex function. Then, for some penalty parameter µ ≥ 0 and some t ∈ [0, 1],
We note that µ and t cannot be determined based on λ alone-they will depend on the properties of the unknown solution X.
Here the sets R and C impose a lower bound on each of the weights, and this lower bound can be used to interpolate between the max and trace norms: when t = 1, each r i is lower bounded by 1 /n (and similarly for c j ), i.e. R and C are singletons containing only the uniform weights and we obtain the trace norm. On the other hand, when t = 0, the weights are lower-bounded by zero, and so any weight vector is allowed, i.e. R and C are each the entire simplex and we obtain the max norm. Intermediate values of t interpolate between the trace norm and max norm and correspond to different balances between β and τ .
Interpolating between trace norm and max norm
We next turn to an interpolation which relies on an upper bound, rather than a lower bound, on the weights. Consider
for some ∈ [ 1 /n, 1] and δ ∈ [ 1 /m, 1]. The (R , C δ )-norm is then equal to the (rescaled) trace norm when we choose = 1 /n and δ = 1 /m, and is equal to the max norm when we choose = δ = 1. Allowing and δ to take intermediate values gives a smooth interpolation between these two familiar norms, and may be useful in situations where we want more flexibility in the type of regularization.
We can generalize this to an interpolation between the max norm and a smoothed weighted trace norm, which we will use in our experimental results. We consider two generalizations-for each one, we state a definition of R, with C defined analogously. The first is multiplicative:
where γ = 1 corresponds to choosing the singleton set R
e. the smoothed weighted trace norm), while γ = ∞ corresponds to the max norm (for any choice of ζ) since we would get R × ζ,γ = ∆ [n] . The second option for an interpolation is instead defined with an exponent:
Here τ = 0 will yield the singleton set corresponding to the smoothed weighted trace norm, while τ = 1 will yield R ζ,τ = ∆ [n] , i.e. the max norm, for any choice of ζ.
We find the second (exponent) option to be more natural, because each of the row marginal bounds will reach 1 simultaneously when τ = 1, and hence we use this version in our experiments. On the other hand, the multiplicative version is easier to work with theoretically, and we use this in our learning guarantee in Section 4.2. If all of the row and column marginals satisfy some loose upper bound, then the two options will not be highly different.
Optimization with the local max norm
One appeal of both the trace norm and the max norm is that they are both SDP representable [9, 10] , and thus easily optimizable, at least in small scale problems. Indeed, in the Supplementary Materials we show that the local max norm is also SDP representable, as long as the sets R and C can be written in terms of linear or semi-definite constraints-this includes all the examples we mention, where in all of them the sets R and C are specified in terms of simple linear constraints.
However, for large scale problems, it is not practical to directly use SDP optimization approaches. Instead, and especially for very large scale problems, an effective optimization approach for both the trace norm and the max norm is to use the factorized versions of the norms, given in (1) and (2), and to optimize the factorization directly (typically, only factorizations of some truncated dimensionality are used) [11, 12, 7] . As we show in Theorem 1 below, a similar factorization-optimization approach is also possible for any local max norm with convex R and C. We further give a simplified representation which is applicable when R and C are specified through element-wise upper bounds R ∈ R n + and C ∈ R m + , respectively:
This includes the interpolation norms of Section 2.4. Theorem 1. If R and C are convex, then the (R, C)-norm can be calculated with the factorization
In the special case when R and C are defined by (8), writing (x) + := max{0, x}, this simplifies to
Proof sketch for Theorem 1. For convenience we will write r 1 /2 to mean diag(r) 1 /2 , and same for c. Using the trace norm factorization identity (1), we have
where for the next-to-last step we set C = r 1 /2 A and D = c 1 /2 B, and the last step follows because sup inf ≤ inf sup always (weak duality). The reverse inequality holds as well (strong duality), and is proved in the Supplementary Materials, where we also prove the special-case result.
An approximate convex hull and a learning guarantee
In this section, we look for theoretical bounds on error for the problem of estimating unobserved entries in a matrix Y that is approximately low-rank. Our results apply for either uniform or nonuniform sampling of entries from the matrix. We begin with a result comparing the (R, C)-norm unit ball to a convex hull of rank-1 matrices, which will be useful for proving our learning guarantee.
Convex hull
To gain a better theoretical understanding of the (R, C) norm, we first need to define corresponding vector norms on R n and R m . For any u ∈ R n , let
We can think of this norm as a way to interpolate between the 2 and ∞ vector norms. For example, if we choose R = R as defined in (5), then u R is equal to the root-mean-square of the
largest entries of u whenever −1 is an integer. Defining v C analogously for v ∈ R m , we can now relate these vector norms to the (R, C)-norm on matrices. Theorem 2. For any convex R ⊆ ∆ [n] and C ⊆ ∆ [m] , the (R, C)-norm unit ball is bounded above and below by a convex hull as:
This result is a nontrivial extension of Srebro and Shraibman [1] 's analysis for the max norm and the trace norm. They show that the statement holds for the max norm, i.e. when R = ∆ [n] and C = ∆ [m] , and that the trace norm unit ball is exactly equal to the corresponding convex hull (see Corollary 2 and Section 3.2 in their paper, respectively).
Proof sketch for Theorem 2. To prove the first inclusion, given any X = uv with u R = v C = 1, we apply the factorization result Theorem 1 to see that X (R,C) ≤ 1. Since the (R, C)-norm unit ball is convex, this is sufficient. For the second inclusion, we state a weighted version of Grothendieck's Inequality (proof in the Supplementary Materials):
We then apply this weighted inequality to the dual norm to the (R, C)-norm to prove the desired inclusion, as in Srebro and Shraibman [1] 's work for the max norm case (see Corollary 2 in their paper). Details are given in the Supplementary Materials.
Learning guarantee
We now give our main matrix reconstruction result, which provides error bounds for a family of norms interpolating between the max norm and the smoothed weighted trace norm.
, where these two sets are defined in (6). Let S = {(i t , j t ) : t = 1, . . . , s} be a random sample of locations in the matrix drawn i.i.d. from p, where s ≥ n. Then, in expectation over the sample S,
Additionally, if we assume that s ≥ n log(n), then in the excess risk bound, we can reduce the term log(n) to log(n).
Proof sketch for Theorem 3. The main idea is to use the convex hull formulation from Theorem 2 to show that, for any X with X (R,C) ≤ √ k, there exists a decomposition X = X + X with
, where p represents the smoothed marginals with smoothing parameter ζ = 1 /2 as in (3). We then apply known bounds on the Rademacher complexity of the max norm unit ball [1] and the smoothed weighted trace norm unit ball [6] , to bound the Rademacher complexity of X : X (R,C) ≤ √ k . This then yields a learning guarantee by Theorem 8 of Bartlett and Mendelson [13] . Details are given in the Supplementary Materials.
As special cases of this theorem, we can re-derive the existing results for the max norm and smoothed weighted trace norm. Specifically, choosing γ = ∞ gives us an excess error term of order kn/s for the max norm, previously shown by [1] , while setting γ = 1 yields an excess error term of order kn log(n)/s for the smoothed weighted trace norm as long as s ≥ n log(n), as shown in [6] .
What advantage does this new result offer over the existing results for the max norm and for the smoothed weighted trace norm? To simplify the comparison, suppose we choose γ = log 2 (n), and define R = R 
that the excess error term is the same in both cases (up to a constant), but the approximation error term may in general be much lower for the local max norm than for the max norm. Comparing next to the weighted trace norm (when γ = 1), we see that the excess error term is lower by a factor of log(n) for the local max norm. This may come at a cost of increasing the approximation error, but in general this increase will be very small. In particular, the local max norm result allows us to give a meaningful guarantee for a sample size s = Θ (kn), rather than requiring s ≥ Θ (kn log(n)) as for any trace norm result, but with a hypothesis class significantly richer than the max norm constrained class (though not as rich as the trace norm constrained class).
Experiments
We test the local max norm on simulated and real matrix reconstruction tasks, and compare its performance to the max norm, the uniform and empirically-weighted trace norms, and the smoothed empirically-weighted trace norm.
Simulations
We simulate n × n noisy matrices for n = 30, 60, 120, 240, where the underlying signal has rank k = 2 or k = 4, and we observe s = 3kn entries (chosen uniformly without replacement). We performed 50 trials for each of the 8 combinations of (n, k).
Data For each trial, we randomly draw a matrix U ∈ R n×k by drawing each row uniformly at random from the unit sphere in R n . We generate V ∈ R m×k similarly. We set Y = U V + σ · Z, where the noise matrix Z has i.i.d. standard normal entries and σ = 0.3 is a moderate noise level. We also divide the n 2 entries of the matrix into sets S 0 S 1 S 2 which consist of s = 3kn training entries, s validation entries, and n 2 − 2s test entries, respectively, chosen uniformly at random.
Methods We use the two-parameter family of norms defined in (7), but replacing the true marginals p i• and p •j with the empirical marginals p i• and p •j . We consider ζ, τ ∈ {0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1}. For each (ζ, τ ) combination and each penalty parameter value λ ∈ {2 1 , 2 2 , . . . , 2 10 }, we compute the fitted matrix
(In fact, we use a rank-8 approximation to this optimization problem, as described in Section 3.) For each of the considered matrix norm methods, we use the validation set S 1 to select the best combination of ζ, τ , and λ, with restrictions on ζ and/or τ as specified by the definition of the method (see Table 1 ). We then report the error of the resulting fitted matrix on the test set S 2 .
Results The results for these simulations are displayed in Figure 1 . We see that the local max norm results in lower error than any of the tested existing norms, across all the settings used.
Movie ratings data
We next compare several different matrix norms on two collaborative filtering movie ratings datasets, the Netflix [14] and MovieLens [15] We test the local max norm given in (7) with ζ ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2} and τ ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1}. We also test τ = 1 (the max norm-here ζ is arbitrary) and ζ = 1, τ = 0 (the uniform trace norm). We follow the test protocol of [6] , with a rank-30 approximation to the optimization problem (10). Table 2 shows root mean squared error (RMSE) for the experiments. For both the MovieLens and Netflix data, the local max norm with τ = 0.05 and ζ = 0.05 gives strictly better accuracy than any previously-known norm studied in this setting. (In practice, we can use a validation set to reliably select good values for the τ and ζ parameters 4 .) For the MovieLens data, the local max norm achieves RMSE of 0.7822, compared to 0.7831 achieved by the smoothed empirically-weighted trace norm with ζ = 0.10, which gives the best result among the previously-known norms. For the Netflix dataset the local max norm achieves RMSE of 0.9090, improving upon the previous best result of 0.9096 achieved by the smoothed empirically-weighted trace norm [6] .
Summary
In this paper, we introduce a unifying family of matrix norms, called the "local max" norms, that generalizes existing methods for matrix reconstruction, such as the max norm and trace norm. We examine some interesting sub-families of local max norms, and consider several different options for interpolating between the trace (or smoothed weighted trace) and max norms. We find norms lying strictly between the trace norm and the max norm that give improved accuracy in matrix reconstruction for both simulated data and real movie ratings data. We show that regularizing with any local max norm is fairly simple to optimize, and give a theoretical result suggesting improved matrix reconstruction using new norms in this family. 4 To check this, we subsample half of the test data at random, and use it as a validation set to choose (ζ, τ ) for each method (as specified in Table 1 ). We then evaluate error on the remaining half of the test data. For MovieLens, the local max norm gives an RMSE of 0.7820 with selected parameter values ζ = τ = 0.05, as compared to an RMSE of 0.7829 with selected smoothing parameter ζ = 0.10 for the smoothed weighted trace norm. For Netflix, the local max norm gives an RMSE of 0.9093 with ζ = τ = 0.05, while the smoothed weighted trace norm gives an RMSE of 0.9098 with ζ = 0.05. The other tested methods give higher error on both datasets.
Supplementary Materials

A Proof of Theorem 1
Special case: element-wise upper bounds First, we assume that the general result is true, i.e.
and prove the result in the special case, where R = {r ∈ ∆ [n] : r i ≤ R i ∀i} and C = {c ∈ ∆ [m] : c j ≤ C j ∀j} . Using strong duality for linear programs, we have
∀i .
In this last line, if we fix a and want to minimize over a 1 ∈ R n + , it is clear that the infimum is obtained by setting a 1i = ( A (i) 2 2 − a) + for each i. This proves that
Applying the same reasoning to the columns and plugging everything in to (11), we get
General factorization result In the proof sketch given in the main paper, we showed that
We now want to prove the reverse inequality. Since X (R,C) = X (R,C) by definition (where S denotes the closure of a set S), we can assume without loss of generality that R and C are both closed (and compact) sets.
First, we restrict our attention to a special case (the "positive case"), where we assume that for all r ∈ R and all c ∈ C, r i > 0 and c j > 0 for all i and j. (We will treat the general case below.) Therefore, since X tr(r,c) is continuous as a function of (r, c) for any fixed X and since R and C are closed, we must have some r ∈ R and c ∈ C such that X (R,C) = X tr(r ,c ) , with r i > 0 for all i and c j > 0 for all j.
Next, let U DV = r 1 /2 · X · c 1 /2 be a singular value decomposition, and let
and
. Then A B = X, and
Below, we will show that r = arg max
This will imply that X (R,C) = sup r∈R r 1 /2 A
F
, and following the same reasoning for B , we will have proved
which is sufficient. It remains only to prove (12) . Take any r ∈ R with r = r and let w = r − r . We have
and it will be sufficient to prove that this quantity is ≤ 0. To do this, we first define, for any t ∈ [0, 1],
Using the fact that trace(·) ≤ · tr for all matrices, we have
where the last inequality comes from the fact that r + tw ∈ R by convexity of R. Therefore,
as desired. (Here we take the right-sided derivative, i.e. taking a limit as t approaches zero from the right, since f (t) is only defined for t ∈ [0, 1].) This concludes the proof for the positive case.
Next, we prove that the general factorization (11) Since we know that the factorization result holds for the "positive case", we have
Now choose any factorizationÃB = X such that
Next, we need to show that sup r∈R r r i for all i. Therefore,
Since this is true for any r ∈ R, applying the definition of δ, we have
Applying the same reasoning forB and then plugging in the bound (13), we have
Since this analysis holds for arbitrary > 0, this proves the desired result, that
B Proof of Theorem 2
We follow similar techniques as used by Srebro and Shraibman [1] in their proof of the analogous result for the max norm. We need to show that
For the left-hand inclusion, since · (R,C) is a norm and therefore the constraint X (R,C) ≤ 1 is convex, it is sufficient to show that uv (R,C) ≤ 1 for any u ∈ R n , v ∈ R m with u R = v C = 1. This is a trivial consequence of the factorization result in Theorem 1.
Now we prove the right-hand inclusion. Grothendieck's Inequality states that, for any Y ∈ R n×m and for any dimension k,
where K G ∈ (1.67, 1.79) is Grothendieck's constant. We now extend this to a slightly more general form. Take any a ∈ R n + and b ∈ R m + . Then, settingŨ = diag(a)
+ is the pseudoinverse of M ), and same forũ andṽ, we see that
Now take any Y ∈ R n×m . Let · * (R,C) be the dual norm to the (R, C)-norm. To bound this dual norm of Y , we apply the factorization result of Theorem 1:
As in [1] , this is sufficient to prove the result. Above, the step marked (*) is true because, given any U and V with 1 2
we can replace U and V with U := U · ω and V := V · ω −1 , where ω :
This will give U V = U V , and
C Proof of Theorem 3
Following the strategy of Srebro & Shraibman (2005) 5 , we know that
where the expected Rademacher complexity is defined as
where ν ∈ {±1} s is a random vector of independent unbiased signs, generated independently from S. Now we bound the Rademacher complexity. By scaling, it is sufficient to consider the case k = 1. The main idea for this proof is to first show that, for any X with X (R,C) ≤ 1, we can decompose X into a sum X + X where X max ≤ K G and X tr( p) ≤ 2K G γ − 1 /2 , where p represents the smoothed row and column marginals with smoothing parameter ζ = 1 /2, and where K G ≤ 1.79 is Grothendieck's constant. We will then use known Rademacher complexity bounds for the classes of matrices that have bounded max norm and bounded smoothed weighted trace norm.
To construct the decomposition of X, we start with a vector decomposition lemma, proved below. Lemma 1. Suppose R ⊇ R × 1 /2,γ . Then for any u ∈ R n with u R = 1, we can decompose u into a sum u = u + u such that u ∞ ≤ 1 and u prow :
Next, by Theorem 2, we can write
where t l ≥ 0, ∞ l=1 t l = 1, and u l R = v l C = 1 for all l. Applying Lemma 1 to u l and to v l for each l, we can write u l = u l + u l and v l = v l + v l , where
Furthermore, u l prow ≤ u l ∞ ≤ 1, and v l prow ≤ v l C ≤ 1. Applying Srebro and Shraibman [1] 's convex hull bounds for the trace norm and max norm (stated in Section 4 of the main paper), we see that X 1 max ≤ 1, and that that X i tr( p) ≤ γ − 1 /2 for i = 2, 3. Defining X = X 1 and X = X 2 + X 3 , we have the desired decomposition.
Applying this result to every X in the class X ∈ R n×m : X (R,C) ≤ 1 , we see that
where the last step uses bounds on the Rademacher complexity of the max norm and weighted trace norm unit balls, shown in Theorem 5 of [1] and Theorem 3 of [6] , respectively. Finally, we want to deal with the last term,
, that is outside the square root. Since s ≥ n by assumption, we
, and if s ≥ n log(n), then we can improve this to n log(n) s ≤ n log(n) s . Returning to (15) and plugging in our bound on the Rademacher complexity, this proves the desired bound on the excess risk.
C.1 Proof of Lemma 1
For u ∈ R n with u R = 1, we need to find a decomposition u = u + u such that u ∞ ≤ 1 and
. . , n} and t ∈ (0, 1] so that
, and let
Clearly, r i ≤ γ · p i• for all i, and so r ∈ R × 1 /2,γ ⊆ R.
, and set u = u − u . We then calculate
Finally, we want to show that u ∞ ≤ 1. Since u i = 0 for i < N , we only need to bound |u i | for each i ≥ N . We have
where the step marked (*) uses the fact that |u i | ≥ |u i | for all i ≤ N , and the step marked (#) comes from the fact that r is supported on {1, . . . , N }. This is sufficient.
D Proof of Proposition 1
Let L 0 = Loss( X). Then, by definition,
Then to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that for some t ∈ [0, 1],
where we set
Trivially, we can rephrase these definitions as
Note that for any vectors u ∈ R n + and v ∈ R m + ,
Applying the SDP formulation of the local max norm (proved in Lemma 2 below), we have 
Since M(A, B) ≤ T(A, B) ≤ max{n, m}M(A, B), and since for any x, y > 0 we know √ xy ≤ Since the quantity inside the square brackets is nonnegative and is continuous in α, and we are minimizing over α in a compact set, the infimum is attained at some α, so we can write Recall that X minimizes Penalty (β,τ ) (X) subject to the constraint Loss(X) ≤ L 0 . Setting t := This is proved in Lemma 3 below.
For the special case where R and C are defined by element-wise bounds, we return to the proof of Theorem 1 given in Section A, where we see that 
